Club Orientation Test
Name: _______________________

Mark_____/12 Pass___ Fail___

Directions: Circle the most correct answer, either T (true) or F (false), 10 correct to pass
1. T F - A shooting range can only be either Hot (active) or Cold (not active).
2. T F - If you show up at the range and people are down range hanging targets, it’s OK to go up to the
firing line, put your guns out on the table and take them out of the cases.
3. T F - If someone yells, ‘STOP’ you immediately take your finger off the trigger, unload your gun, put it
down action open and step behind the ceasefire line.
4. T F - If the Range is Hot (active), it’s OK for people to be down range hanging targets if they are off to
the side of the range.
5. T F - If you see someone with a pistol in a holster, the magazine well should be empty (No mag in the
pistol).
6. T F - If the range is Cold (not active) it’s OK to be handling your gun(s) at the firing line table as long
as you are not loading it.
7. T F - If the range is Cold (not active), it’s OK for people to be down range hanging targets.
8. T F - If the range is Hot (active) you can be at the firing line and shooting your firearm provided no one
is down range.
9. T F - If a range officer is present you must abided by his range commands.
10. T F - If using a Holster you must verify the pistol is empty by pointing it at the backstop and pulling the
trigger before you place the pistol in the holster.
11. T F - Anyone can at any time yell ‘Stop’ or ‘Cease Fire’ if they see something that is unsafe taking
place.
12. T F – It is OK to adjust your scope at the firing line while people are down range hanging/replacing
targets provided there are no cartridges in your gun.

Your Address + Phone #: ___________________________________________________________________

